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ANEVIA LAUNCHES FLAMINGO 3.9
A NEW MODULAR ALL-IN-ONE HEAD-END
Anevia, leading OTT and IPTV software vendor providing innovative solutions for TV and Video delivery
including live, near-live, on-demand and multiscreen unveils the new version of its Flamingo head-end,
a fully integrated, all-in-one multiscreen solution.
Content on any device and any network
The Flamingo 3.9 head-end captures TV and radio signals from various sources such as satellite, DTT,
cable, fiber and HDMI, and streams content to any connected device (TV, computer, tablet,
smartphone...) within a building or a network of buildings (hotels, hospitals, stadiums...). The solution
offers integrated recording and storage capabilities, enabling new services such as Pause TV, Restart
or Catch-up, and supports up to 10 Standard Definition channels per card on the same server.
"This new version of Flamingo is the result of months of research and development in co-creation with
our customers and partners. It also illustrates Anevia's ambition to be at the forefront of technology
and new consumer habits of television, "says Damien Lucas, Anevia's CTO.
The new Flamingo allows viewers to watch live and time-shifted TV, on any device and through any
network (IPTV, COAX or WiFi). And since the transcoding module uses Adaptive Bitrate (ABR), video is
delivered in the highest quality to any mobile device. Flamingo also decrypts and encrypts streams
with integrated DRM and CAS solutions to guarantee the security of premium content.

Integrated multiscreen features and even more cost-effective TV services

Since Flamingo 3.9 is the only head-end in the market to integrate all of these time-shift and
multiscreen functions within one appliance, hardware requirements are reduced and installations
made much easier. So customers quickly see a larger return on their investment.
More information :
https://anevia.com/products/
https://vimeo.com/168970121
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About Anevia
Leader in OTT and IP software solutions for the delivery of live television and video-on-demand, Anevia was
founded in 2003 by the developers of the VLC media-player.
Anevia has pioneered cloud DVR and multiscreen solutions by providing innovative technologies which enable
viewers to watch TV wherever whenever and on every screens. Anevia software solutions are used successfully
in markets such as broadcasting, tier 1 and tier 2 telecommunications, and in many private and public companies.
Headquartered in France, Anevia has regional offices in USA and Dubai. Anevia is listed on the Paris Euronext
Growth market. www.anevia.com
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